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DHOC

Greetings all. As I contemplated where we had gone as a HOC cell in 2005, I did a quick check of our
‘things to do’ list. No surprises; it is substantial and complex. That said, in comparing the start of 2005
to today, we are on track to meet a number of our commitments to our corps members. As an example,
we set out to conduct a robust corps seminar with the opportunity for all of corps members to shape our
collective future. In the main, we did this, and plan to do so again in 2006. We were also keen to ensure
we were across the most pressing issues impacting on how we are doing business, achieved by
conducting a number of HOC visits and opening the communications channels between the HOC cell
and corps members. Again, we have been out and about and are hearing you all loud and clear. We
have engaged our associations, and are in the process of developing a national communications
network; a significant step forward. Complementary to this, I continue to ask the question of our Initial
Trade Training: what can we do to make it better? Invariably the answer from units is that we are on
track, and that we shouldn’t mess with something that is not broken.

So where to from here? As you will read elsewhere, our ground trades are progressing through a pay
case, culminating in a Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal hearing in Dec 06. We are also taking this
opportunity to consider our ARA/ARes trade structures. We have a work value project being
progressed by DSTO and a Land Materiel Maint Spt Review being sponsored by AHQ. All these
initiatives have the potential to contribute significantly to our corps capabilities, by providing a
procedural and organisational framework with which to force package our maintenance support to
training and operational activities.

Most importantly of all though, when I contemplated what we are doing as a Corps, I am justifiably
proud and comfortable in saying that no matter what the circumstances our craftsman at all levels are
finding themselves in, they are continuing to get on with the job at hand. This really defines who and
what we really are. So the message to all is, keep on keeping on. It is what we intend to do in the HOC
cell in 2006

Arte et Marte

LTCOL Andrew Adams, DHOC
Andrew.adams@defence.gov.au  Ph (02) 6055 4689
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SO2 Corps

RAEME Corps Seminar
The 2005 Corps Seminar was held at Bandiana over the period 20-21 Oct 05. The seminar theme was
‘Maintenance Management – 2005 and Beyond’. The seminar was again well supported with over 220
Corps members in attendance. The seminar featured the LTGEN Hurley, head DCP, as the key note
speaker as well as guest speakers from MINCOM and Tenix Toll who provided very informative
presentations on Industry. Throughout the course of the two days, participants heard from a number of
presenters on a broad range of topics and issues impacting on the Corps.  These included a brief on the
Land Material Maintenance Review being conducted by BRIG Barnett and the DSTO Maintenance
Value Unit study by Dr Benjamin Francis.  Activities included the all ranks barbecue function (160
pers), the annual Corps Officer Dinner (123 pers), and the annual WO/SNCO Dinner (118 pers). The
dinners and all ranks function were very enjoyable and provided an excellent opportunity to renew old
acquaintances and farewell some of our long serving members.

Further details from the seminar as well as selected presentations can be viewed on the RAEME Corps
Intranet website

This year the seminar theme is ‘MMM in Support of ADF Operations’ and will focus on the
employment of MMM in the maintenance of operational availability, in particular the user profiles
required by RAEME Officers and soldiers of all ranks.  The seminar this year will be conducted 19 - 20
Oct, with the Corps Committee meeting and all ranks BBQ on the 18th.

Clerk Production Update
The good news is that RAAOC is delivering Clk prod competencies to the Basic OPSUP and
promotion courses.  The initial competencies covered range from R&I to basic MMM data entry.  HOC
and ALTC TDG are working closely to further develop the required skills package. A big rap for WO2
Rik Morrison for his work in this area.  Hopefully we, as a Corps, will see the benefit of this training,
and revised SED’s, in the next 1- 2 years.

Professional Development Program
As directed at the 2005 Corps Seminar, all RAEME engineers are to participate in the Land Engineer
Professional Development Program (LEPDP) conducted by TC-A.  The future benefits to the
individual and the Corps from this program cannot be overstated.  More information can be found at
the following link. http://intranet.defence.gov.au/armyweb/Sites/TCA/docs/ATI 4_7 LEPDP_11 Aug
05.pdf

Bio Medical
HOC has engaged JLC regarding the future training of RAEME tradesmen in Bio medical repair
techniques.  Suggestions of outplacement of tradesman to civilian agencies are being considered.  More
to follow.

Standardised B Vehicle Inspection procedure
HOC has provided DMO with a standardised inspection procedure for B Vehicles.  This procedure was
developed by 3CSSB and is based on the Queensland roadworthy standards.  It is anticipated that this
procedure could be adopted as doctrine by the corps to provide materiel integrity and QA across the
fleet.  The possibility to extend this rationale to all fleets is being investigated.

Work Value Units
LWDC has tasked DSTO to design a viable WVU calculator that will assist in determining operational
deployment manning and SED reviews.  DMST and HOC are actively assisting DSTO in their
development of this long overdue tool.

Corps Awards
The “Craftsman of the Year Award” is awarded on a national and a regional level in two categories,
ARA and GRes.  Units are to nominate soldiers LCPL and CFN through their regional RAEME
Representatives to the Regional Committees.  The Regional Committees are to select an ARA and
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GRes Regional Craftsman of the Year.  These nominations are not to be announced and are to be
forwarded to the Corps Committee who will select a national Craftsman of the Year for the ARA and
GRes from all regional nominations.  A soldier selected as the National Craftsman of the Year can not
be awarded a regional award.  To that end, regions should have a fall back nomination should one of
their regional nominations go through to the national level.

Corps Instruction No 17 outlines the nomination for Craftsman of the Year for both ARA and GRes
Craftsman. This award is sponsored by the Representative Colonel Commandant. The award is judged
for the period 1 July of the previous Year to 30 June of the current Year. Nominations are to reach
Regional Corps Committees by the end of July. If you are a supervisor of Craftsman then please ensure
you read this important Corps Instruction. Last year’s Corps Awards were not well supported with few
nominations from units.   This year the Corps awards are to be forwarded to the Corps Warrant Officer,
WO1 Dave Clarke.

Corps Website  (Click here)
The Corps website is available on the intra/Internet and contains useful information for RAEME
personnel.  Corps instructions, Newsletters and Seminar information are all posted on the website, as
well as links to other sites of interest.   Links to the Manual of Army Employment, Professional
Development Program and Employment Category Standing Orders site are also being constructed.
These links will assist commanders with career/ trade management of there personnel.

Again, I ask that commanders at all levels pass the Corps newsletter to all of our soldiers.  A large
number of promotion courses that Major Graham Anderson and I present to indicate they are not aware
of the newsletter, or our Corps website.  Please enlighten those that are in the dark.

Arte et Marte

MAJ John Haley, SO2 Corps RAEME
john.haley@defence.gov.au  Ph (02) 6055 2193

SO2 Heritage

After recently switching to the dark side and joining the GRes fraternity I am very pleased to take up
the appointment of SO2 Corps Heritage within the Head of Corps Cell and I look forward to
representing members of the Corps on all heritage issues.

Corps Subscriptions: The opportunity to provide voluntary contributions to corps funds through corps
subscriptions was re-established in Jun 05. Corps funds are managed by the corps committee. Greater
detail on the management and purpose of corps funds is avaialable on the corps website in Corps
Instruction 14. There has been a very positive response to the call for members to contribute. Members
who do contribute will receive a quality Corps medallion. The corps medallions are uniquely numbered
and are designed on the St Eligius (corps patron saint) coin.

Contribution to corps subscriptions can be either a lump payment or more simply via a fortnightly
allotment through your pay system. Allotments from your pay can be made to RAEME Corps
Fund Non-BSB Allottee number "460". Allotment is the preferred option. The Corps sub’s
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contribution is CFN–CPL =$1 per fn ($26 lump pmt), SGT-CAPT=$1.50 per fn ($39 lump pmt),
MAJ+=$2 per fn ($52 lump pmt).

Lump sum payment can be made to RAEME Corps Fund and forward to: MAJ G.M. Anderson, SO2
Heritage-RAEME, HOC Cell, Latchford Bks, BANDIANA, VIC. A corps subs form is attached to this
newsletter.

Corps Port

The 2005 Craftsman Port was a very enjoyable good quality port produced by the 16 AD REGT
RAEME members in Woodside, SA. This year 10 FSB have risen to the task to produce the 2006
Craftsman Port. LT Sebastian Aleksanddrowicz (AKA AtoZ) is the secretary of the port committee.
There will be more to follow in the next Craftsman magazine and on the Corps website.

Corps Port 2007: The annual corps committee meeting in October will review submissions from units
wishing to produce the 2007 Craftsman Port. Production of the Craftsman port presents a unique
opportunity for a unit to have the honour of featuring in the RAEME corps port collection. In addition
the unit also shares in the profits derived from the sales of the port. Full details on unit submissions for
the production of the corps port can be found in Corps Instruction 33 – The RAEME Port.

Corps Banner Miniatures

After the very successful release of the Foundation Issue of the Prince Philip Banner miniature in 2003
the corps committee has approved the second release of the banner miniature. This release will be
significant in that it will mark the 20th anniversary of the presentation of the banner by HRH Prince
Philip in 1986. It is likely this will be the last production of the Prince Philip Banner Miniature, so
don't miss out. The release is to be a limited numbered series. The cost of the miniature is $190 each.
The banner miniature is of exceptional quality made by Spear of Fame, who produced, amongst other
banners, the Australian Army Banner. We are now taking orders. Order forms are available in this
newsletter, Craftsman magazine, corps website or by contacting MAJOR Graham Anderson, SO2
Heritage, Head of Corps Cell, Latchford Barracks MILPO BANDIANA, Vic, 3694 email:
graham.anderson@defence.gov.au Ph: (02) 6055 4308, Fax: (02) 6055 2436

Craftsman Magazine

The Craftsman magazine continues to be published twice annually. The planning cut-off date for
articles is mid March and September for each edition. Units and individuals are encouraged to provide
input. In addition to unit articles the magazine provides an ideal opportunity for officers and SNCOs
who have produced reports or papers to have them published for the wider corps readership. Articles
are to be forwarded to MAJ G.M. Anderson, SO2 Corps Heritage. Pictures are encouraged. Please send
pictures as separate files (ie; JPEG) and not embedded in word documents.

Arte Et Marte
MAJ Graham Anderson, SO2 Heritage.
Graham.anderson@defence.gov.au Ph (02)6055 4308
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MESSAGE FROM THE RAEME CORPS WARRANT OFFICER

I would like to start off by saying I consider it is an honour to have been appointed the RAEME Corps
Warrant Officer. As you may or may not be aware the previous Corps RSM, WO1 Tibor Fekete, has
elected to take discharge after 22 years of loyal and dedicated service to The Army and to The Corps.

Until recently Corps Instruction No. 6, stated that the RAEME Corps RSM is an Extra Regimental
Appointment (ERA) for the RSM of the Army School of Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
(ASEME), here at the Army Logistic Training Centre (ALTC). Unfortunately after WO1 Fekete’s
departure there was not a RAEME RSM available to fill the RSM ASEME position and therefore the
Corps RSM position. Indeed WO1 Andrew Roberts, a RAAOC RSM, is currently fulfilling the
ASEME RSM position and is there for a two-year tenure. As a consequence, it was decided by BRIG
McGahey, Head of Corps (HOC) RAEME, to amend Corps Instruction No.6 to allow the establishment
of the RAEME Corps Warrant Officer position and have a RAEME non-regimental WO1 fulfil the
duties and responsibilities of the Corps RSM. This will only occur when the RSM of ASEME is not a
member of RAEME. As I have not completed the RSMs course, I can not be referred to as the Corps
RSM.

As a former ASM of the 2nd Cavalry Regiment and as the current WO1 RAEME Trade Manager for
ground trades. I believe I have good understanding of the issues currently affecting the Corps and its
members. As such, It is my aim and focus as the RAEME Corps Warrant Officer to represent you and
your concerns to the Senior Leadership Group of the Corps.

I look forward to meeting as many members of the Corps as I can whilst I am filling this position.
Hopefully, we’ll catch up at a Spanner Club function in your area whilst I’m touring around with the
Deputy HOC, don’t be shy come over and introduce yourself!

TRADE MATTERS

EME Cell at Development Group, ALTC has hit the ground running once again this year with a
number of pressing Trade Management issues being tackled already. In this edition of the RAEME
Newsletter, I would like to address some of the current Trade Management issues we are dealing with.

DFRT

You should already be aware that the RAEME ground trades are going to be put to the Defence Force
Remuneration Tribunal (DFRT) this year. After a few false starts the current schedule continues with a
DFRT Site Visit on 24/25 October (this will probably occur in Darwin). The actual DFRT hearing will
be in Canberra on 7 December 2006.

One of the biggest things that we hope will come out of the DFRT hearing is a change to the naming
conventions of the trades to allow easy identification of the differences in the skill sets of RAEME
ARA and Army Reserve (AR) members. I will give you updates on how the case is progressing in this
column and in the RAEME Craftsman throughout the year.

Army Reserve 421

In my last article to the RAEME Craftsman I discussed the ECN 421 conversion. In this article I
neglected to explain what the requirements are for AR ECN 419, 420 and 422s. I would like to take this
opportunity to rectify that situation.

Firstly some background on the AR 419, 420, 422 trades. Historically, RAEME has had problems
attracting civilian tradesmen to fill these ECNs. This was largely because we wanted our electronics
tradesmen to have a very broad range of skills and qualifications.  Combine this with the length of our
electronic courses and we have found it difficult to fill these positions with qualified civilian personnel.
Hence, most of these AR positions have been filled by ex-ARA 419, 420 and 422s. It is hoped that the
new ECN 421 training regime will make it more attractive for civilian electronic technicians to join the
AR and make it easier for them to do further training.
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In future an AR 421 will have to complete the Combat Net Radio (CNR) Light Maintenance Course.
This will mean that all AR 421 will at a minimum have a communication background and be able to
inspect their Units CNR equipment. Hence, any 419s out there now  (that have CNR quals) can be
converted to ECN 421 straight away. ECN 420 and 422 must complete a CNR Light course (PMKeys
No 120137) in order to be converted to ECN 421.

As we are cognisant of the trouble AR members have getting time to do courses, we have developed a
number of two-week specialist courses that AR ECN 421s can complete.  Once they are converted to
421 they can do the Night Fighting Equipment (NFE) course, the Optical and Electro-Optical
Instruments Course or the Angle Measuring Instruments course. These courses have been designed to
give AR 421 members the ability to do courses that would have previously been unavailable to them
because of their duration. It also allows AR 421s to be able to start off with a communications
background and gradually expand their knowledge and expertise. 

The CNR Light Maintenance course and the NFE courses are on the current TC-A schedule of courses
and are run here at ALTC. We have designed the Optical and Electro-Optical Instruments Course and
the Angle Measuring Instruments course and hope to commence them by mid 2007.

Recovery Mechanic Specialist Stream and Course Requirements

Most Recovery Mechanics would have been aware of the recent confusion in their trade as a result of
the 2002 DFRT Determination. This was a result of a number of inconsistencies in the Employment
Specifications (ES) and the Employment Category Standing Orders (ECSO). For instance, there was an
instance last year where a number of CFN were removed from their Subject 4 CPL courses, because
they hadn’t completed a specialist stream and a waiver had to be granted to get them on the course. The
ES and ECSO have since been amended and this requirement has been removed.

The ES and ECSO have also been amended to remove the requirement that Recovery Mechanics must
have a Specialist stream before they can be promoted to CPL. The ES and ECSO now state that ARA
Recovery Mechanics must have a specialist stream before they can be promoted to SGT. Another
amendment was to remove the requirement for AR members to have a specialist stream. This was
changed because most AR Units do not have the specialist stream equipment and the training
requirements to gain the qualifications for AR members would be prohibitive.

The amended ES and the ECSO can be viewed in the publication folder of the DPERS-A website
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/armyweb/sites/dpersa/.

Subject Four for Warrant Officer Class One

During the 1994 RAEME DFRT hearing, RAEME stated it was going to develop a Subject Four
Warrant Officer Class One (S4WO1) course to justify movement to a higher pay grade. As most
Warrant Office Class Ones (WO1) would be aware, this course never eventuated. As such RAEME has
been in contravention of the 1994 DFRT determination.

The EME Trade Management Cell have since been successful in arguing that although a specific
course was not developed formally, the identified competencies are delivered on the Subject Four
Warrant Officer (S4WO) course. On this basis we have met the intent of the 1994 determination.

Refrigerant Gases

A number of people have contacted us here at the RAEME Trade Management Cell in regards to
having difficulty getting refrigerant gases in their Unit/area since the introduction of the new legislation
relating to refrigerant gases.

You should already be aware that Joint Logistics Command (JLC) approached the Department of
Environment and Heritage (DEH) about the licensing requirements for Army/RAAF tradespeople and
subsequently were granted a temporary waiver.

JLC is now seeking a Memorandum of Understanding with the DEH so that Defence can be issued
with a permanent trading authorisation and tradesperson waiver.
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Joint Logistics Command has a temporary trading authorisation for the purchase of refrigeration/air-
con gases which is valid until 1 Jul 06. As JLC holds the authorisation, all purchases of refrigeration /
air-conditioning gas for Army/RAAF units are to be coordinated through the Regional Fleet Managers
(RFM) located at each of the Joint Logistics Units (JLU).

The Australian Defence Force Logistics Manager (ADFLM) for refrigeration gases and JLC want the
following process to be adopted, as we now have to report to the regulator all purchases and returns of
reclaimed gas quarterly.  A discussion paper will be issued by the ADFLM on this change in process at
some stage in the future.

The process for purchasing refrigerant is as follows:

1. A Unit raises a request with their local JLU for refrigeration gas

2. The JLU will ask the unit if they have an existing bottle to be filled or recovered gas to be
returned.

3. Depending on the outcomes of the above point, the JLU will then contact BOC for the
procurement of refrigerant (only 22kg bottles are to be procured) and supply the unit.  If the
unit has recovered gas this should be returned to the JLU.

The JLC trading authorisation number will not be issued for Units to directly procure gas for
themselves.

JLC have a list of locations where Army/RAAF units conduct work on refrigeration / air-conditioning
equipment and the leak detectors/ reclamation units etc. We do not have to provide names of trained
mechanics at this point in time.

If you have any trouble with the process above or any other problems relating to refrigerant and Air
conditioning gases take it up with your local JLU and they should then contact JLC for
clarification/rectification of the situation

Operator Supply

All IET Operator Supply (Op Sup) ECN 294 that have graduated from ALTC since Jun 2005 have had
MMM training and can be employed in Workshops doing MMM (in Basic EMEOPs functions). This is
providing Units have OP Sup positions on their Workshops SEDs. Development Group (Dev Gp)
ALTC is currently reviewing MMM training for the RAAOC Op Sup ECN 298 CPLs and SGTs.

Dev Gp accepts that the training for these members may still have some way to go and they may
require some extra MMM training in the Units. However, we all have to agree that it is a step in the
right direction to have these members doing a lot of the mundane MMM data entry and not tradesmen.
They can also do a lot of the TRF QA tasks and SCA control.

All Op Sup MMM training is being validated by Dev Gp and we (RAEME and RAAOC) are doing our
best to ensure we provide the Army with the best possible product.

Conclusion

In closing, I would like to assure everyone, that the members of EME Cell here at Development Group
ALTC are doing our best to resolve the outstanding issues with the RAEME ground trades as well as
taking these trades forward to the DFRT at the end of 2006.
If you have concerns about your trades, feel free to give me a call or send me an e-mail and I will get
back to you with an answer. However, I can’t promise it will be an answer you like.

 Arte et Marte
Warrant Officer Class One David Clarke – Corps Warrant Officer
David.Clarke1@defence.gov.au (02) 60554545
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2006 TTMO CONTACT DETAILS

Townsville

WO2 Julie Fedorniak &
SGT Stephen Giles
TTMO Townsville
C/- LWC (NQ)
Lavarack Barracks
TOWNSVILLE
QLD 4813

Ph: (07) 4771 1305
Fax: (07) 4771 7434
Mob: 0408 295 011

Sydney

WO2 Wes Rickard &
SGT Michael Fernandez
TTMO Sydney
C/- LWC (NSW)
Steele Barracks
MOOREBANK
NSW 2170

Ph: (02) 8782 4301
Fax: (02) 9601 3767
Mob: 0421 619 642

Brisbane

WO2 Stan Woods &
SGT David Furness
TTMO Brisbane
C/- LWC (SQ)
Gallipoli Barracks
ENOGGERA
QLD 4052

Ph: (07) 3332 4292
Fax: (07) 3332 4295
Mob: 0408 450 984

Darwin

WO2 Peter Hill &
SGT Terry Nieuwenhout
TTMO Darwin
C/- LWC (NT)
Robertson Barracks
PALMERSTON
NT 0830

Ph: (08) 8935 3104
Fax: (08) 8935 3209
Mob: 0419 143 932
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RAEME CORPS REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 2006
Formation Appointment Rank Name Corps

Appointment
Region Phone

1 LHQ SO1 TRF LTCOL Loughrey Kevin Land HQ, Victoria
Barracks,
Paddington, NSW

NSW 02
93393123

2 DOCM-A CA - RAEME MAJ Millar Michael Russell Offices,
Russell, ACT 2600

ACT 02
62655777

3 1 CSSB OC FD WKSP MAJ Archer Nathan Robertson Bks,
Palmerston, NT

Northern
Region

08
89859301

4 3 CSSB OC FD WKSP MAJ JenkinsonScott Lavarack Bks,
Townsville, QLD

North
Queensland

07
47717678

5 7 CSSB OC FD WKSP MAJ Gloster Warrick Gallipoli Bks,
Enoggera, QLD

South East Qld 07
33327645

6 16 AD
REGT

BC SPT BTY MAJ Dubsky Karel HQ BTY, Woodside
Army Barracks,
Woodside, SA

Central Region
(SA)

08
83890290

7 DTR-A SO1 TRF
Implementation

LTCOL Buldo Michael Defence Plaza,
Melbourne, VIC

Southern
Region

03
92823074

8 Avn Supt
Gp Wksp

CO LTCOL Borg Tony Oakey Army Airfield,
Oakey, QLD

Darling Downs 07
46917600

9 SASR OPS RESEARCH CAPT Whelan Dale Swanbourne
Barracks,
Swanbourne, WA

Western Region 08
92856681
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RAEME CORPS SEMINAR 19 – 20 OCT 2006

OFFICER / WO&SNCO DINNER

Nomination Form

Surname: Initials:

First Name: Rank:

PMKeys Number:

Unit:

Unit Address:

Contact Number:

Email Address:

Attending Seminar 19 - 20 Oct 06:
$10 per head

Attending All ranks Barbecue /
18 Oct 06

Attending Officer Dinner 19 Oct 06
$50 per head

Attending WO/SNCO Dinner 20 Oct 06
$50 per head

Payment for the seminar and dinner is to be finalised in order to secure your
attendance at the seminar and/or dinner.

Cheque/money order/cash/other/ payment of ______________is attached / Following
(cheques payable to RAEME Corps Funds)

Signed:

Date:

Forward to: MAJ Graham Anderson, SO2 Heritage – RAEME, HOC Cell, ALTC, Latchford Barracks,
MILPO BANDIANA, Vic, 3694. Ph: (02) 6055 4308, Fax: (02) 6055 2436, email:
graham.anderson@defence.gov.au

Note: Accommodation is a member’s responsibility. Service accommodation can be
booked via Bandiana Accommodation cell (Reservation number 135400) Ph: (02)
6055 4398, fax: (02) 6055 2964

YES NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES NO
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RAEME Prince Philip Banner Miniature 2nd Release (Final Release)
Order Form

Surname: First Name:
Rank: PMKeys Number:
Unit: Appointment:
Address:
(Postal
address for
miniature)

Postcode:

Contact Number: (        )                             /
Email Address:
Number of Miniatures @$190:

Total Cost: $

Payment enclosed of:
Cheque/Money Order to:RAEME Corps Fund, or
Direct Deposit to:
DEFCREDIT,
Membership Name: RAEME Corps Fund
Membership Number: 11832
BSB Number:803 205
Account Number:20509705

$ Paid by: (Method)

Signature: Date:
Limited production numbered series @$190.

Order forms (complete with payment) to be sent to:
MAJOR Graham Anderson, SO2 Heritage – RAEME,  Head of Corps Cell, Latchford Barracks,
MILPO BANDIANA, Vic, 3694. email: graham.anderson@defence.gov.au. Ph: (02) 6055 4308, Fax:
(02) 6055 2436
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RAEME Corps Subscriptions Form

Corps Subscriptions Contribution Rates:
Rank (retirement rank) Fortnightly Allotment Lump Payment

CFN – SGT $1.00 $26.00
WO2 – CAPT $1.50 $39.00
MAJ + $2.00 $52.00

Methods of Contributions:
1. Allotment from pay (for serving ARA members) Allotment is the Preferred Method
� Allotment to be made to RAEME Corps Fund Non-BSB Allottee number 460 via your pay

rep/clerk.

2. Annual lump-sum payment - made out to RAEME Corps funds
� P’mt fwd to: SO2 Corps – RAEME, HOC Cell, Latchford Bks, BANDIANA, Vic, 3694

3. Direct deposit / funds transfer to RAEME Corps Funds DEFCREDIT account
� DEFCREDIT
� BSB: 803205
� Account Name: RAEME Corps Fund
� Membership Number: 11832
� Account Number: 20509705

Each contributor to Corps Subscriptions will receive a uniquely numbered Corps Membership
Medallion. The membership medallion is designed on the St Eligius (Corps Patron Saint) coin.

Regardless of which method of contribution is chosen it is requested that this subscription form be
completed and forward to SO2 Corps RAEME to ensure we have your correct contact details to enable
us to send you your Corps Medallion.

RAEME CORPS SUBSCRIPTIONS CONTRIBUTIONS
Name: Initials: Rank:
PMKEYS Number:*
Appointment:*
Unit:*
Address:
Suburb: State: Postcode:
EMAIL:
Method of Payment:
Amount of Contribution: $
Forward this form to:
MAJ G.M. Anderson
SO2 Heritge – RAEME
Latchford Barracks,
BANDIANA, Vic, 3688
Email: graham.anderson@defence.gov.au
Fax: (02) 6055 2436
Ph: (02) 6055 4308

(*: If Applicable)


